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Prague, Czech Republic
8-11 September, 2020

Travel instructions

Location and host

AMBIS
Lindnerova 575/1
180 00 Praha 8 - Libeň

Airport

Letiště Václava Havla Praha

Recommended accommodation

Hotel Čechie Praha 4*
Wellness Hotel Step 4*
Hotel Duo 4*
http://www.hotelduo.cz/default-cs.html
All hotels are situated close to the metro or tram station.

Please note: The currency in the Czech Republic is the Czech crown (česká koruna). There are ATMs at the airport. It is not possible to pay by Euros everywhere just in the big shopping centers. Usually, you will get the change in the Czech crowns (1 Euro = cca 25 CZK but it is changing every day).
**How to get from the airport to the hotels**

Taxi → the price will be up to 1000Kč to all hotels

**Bus and Metro**

**Hotel Čechie**

- The best way to get there is to take a taxi
- Bus No. 100 (bus-stop is situated in front of both terminals) to the bus-stop Zličín and then by Metro B (yellow line) to metro-station Invalidovna and from there cca 690 m by walking to the Street U Sluncové 618/25
Hotel STEP

- The best way to get there is to take a taxi
- Bus No. 100 (bus-stop is situated in front of the both terminals) to the bus-stop Zličín and then by Metro B (yellow line) to metro-station Vysočanská and bus No 136 to Skloněná bus-stop and 305 m by walking to the Street Malletova 1141/4
**Hotel Duo**

- **Taxi**
- **Bus**
  - No. 119 (bus-stop is situated in front of the both terminals) to Dejvická and then by Metro A (green line) to Muzeum and then change to Metro C (red line) to Střížkov. Hotel Duo is on the opposite side of the street from Metro station, 238 m by walking.
  - No. 100 (bus-stop is situated in front of the both terminals) to Zličín and then by Metro B (yellow line) to Florec, change to Metro C (red line) to Střížkov. Hotel Duo is on the opposite side of the street from Metro station, 238 m by walking.
Please note:

- Ticket for the transport by bus, tram and metro should be bought in the ticket machine at the airport, train station or metro station. You will need a ticket for 32 CZK, for each piece of luggage bigger than 25 x 45 x 70 cm another ticket for 16 CZK. The ticket is valid for all kind of transport for 90 minutes. You can pay by cash or by credit/debit card.

- The Metro operates every day from 05.00 a.m. till 12.00 p.m., buses and trams have a special schedule for the night (for more information see the following websites in English: www.idos.cz or www.dpp.cz)

- There are taxis in front of the both terminals at the airport; you do not need a reservation.

- You can also make a Prague Airport: Shared Shuttle Transfers reservation for instance via www.getyourguide.com

How to get from the main train station Praha (Hlavní Nádraží) to hotels

- **Hotel Duo** – Metro C red line directly from the main train station; Hotel Duo is on the opposite side of the street from Metro station, 238 m by walking (see the map above)

- **Hotel Čechie** – Metro C red line directly from the main train station, change at Florence metro station to Metro B yellow line, get out at the metro-station Invalidovna and from there cca 690 m by walking to the Street U Sluncové 618/25 (see the map above)

- **Hotel Step** – Metro C red line directly from the main train station, change at Florence metro station Metro B yellow line, get out at the metro-station Vysočanská, take a bus No 136 to Skloněná bus-stop and 305 m walk to the Street Malletova 1141/4 (see the map above)

Should you have any question, please contact: international@ambis.cz